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Quackery Versus Physical Education
Manpower 1944
Editorial in Manpower (Volkskragte), vol. 2, no. 2, March 1944,
pp. 1–26. This article was the source of the 1948 South African libel case Alexander v. Jokl and others. Although unsigned it
transpired during the trial that the article was written by Ernst
Jokl (1907–97). It also contains book reviews of The Universal
Constant in Living and of Aldous Huxley’s The Art of Seeing.

We who are outside of the asylum all agree that water seeks its level; that
the sun gives light and heat; that fire consumes; that fog is damp; that six
times six are thirty-six; that two from ten leaves eight; that eight and seven
are fifteen. These are, perhaps, the only things we are agreed about; but,
although they are so few, they are of inestimable value, because they make
an infallible standard of sanity. Whosoever accepts them, him we know
to be substantially sane; sufficiently sane; in the working essentials, sane.
Whoever disputes a single one of them him we know to be wholly insane,
and qualified for the asylum.
Mark Twain in Christian Science.

Elsewhere in this volume of Manpower, reference is made to a controversy
which deserves close study in spite of the fact that the issue which has
given rise to it is scarcely worth mentioning in a scientific journal. The
reason why we nevertheless devote our editorial to it is that the following
analysis throws light upon a kind of obstacle which the young science of
physical education will have to overcome before it can hope to see the
rational, i.e., the intelligent pattern of thinking being applied to those educational, sociological and medical problems with which it is concerned.
At the same time it may serve as a reminder to physical educationists,
that they must enlarge the scope of their research, paying more attention
than has so far been done to psychological, neurological and psychiatric
problems.
An Australian actor named Alexander has written four books in which
he advertises a system of postural gymnastics of his own design. He
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believes that by devoting attention to the position of the head in relation to the cervical spine he can enable his pupils not only ‘to control
consciously’ all their voluntary movements, but also the activities of their
internal organs. So far as the ‘control’ of motor performances is concerned, it is, of course, well known that postural gymnastics of various
kinds are capable of improving it, whether they pay special attention to
‘the position of the head in relation to the cervical spine’ or not. Alexander
uses the term ‘control’ so vaguely that he is able to make an almost unlimited variety of claims as to the alleged efficacy of his ‘method’. From the
physiological point of view, the position has been well outlined in 1924
by Sherrington who, in referring to ‘the contribution made to bodily posturing and movement by reflex action arising in the muscular receptors’
wrote: ‘These same receptors connect also with the mental region of the
brain. What kind of mental experience do they enable? I do but mention
this in order that, regarding muscular receptivity, there shall not escape
us the similarity which exists between its reflex and its sensual scope. This latter concerns the perception of our postures and our movements, their
intensity, their direction, speed and extent. In their sensual aspects, the
muscular receptors serve as a mean whence mental experience can work
toward attainment of yet finer delicacy and precision of the muscular acts
of the body, and arrive even at trains and combinations of them that, in
so far, are acquisitions altogether new. The two reactional aspects, the
sensual and the purely reflex, of muscular receptivity reveal therefore as
two sides of, broadly taken, one single-purposed function addressed to a
single problem, in brief, the taxis of execution, the management – from
rough adjustment onward to minute refined finesse – of the acts of our
skeletal muscles, which is to say, in the language of the older physiologists,
“the movements and postures of our life of external relation”.’ (See also
P. Schilder.)
Mr Alexander alleges that his ‘technique’ can change for the better
the character and mentality of his subjects; and he writes that emotional
stability and health of his patients will be greatly improved if they take lessons from him. The above is only a brief account of what the miraculous
method claims to be able to achieve. ‘I have’, the Australian actor states
modestly, ‘a philosophy of fundamental value reduced to practical procedures to give to my generation which will prove to be the keynote of our
future evolution’.
Scientifically trained medical men and physical educationists who
have succeeded in working through the amateurish writings of the new
Conscious Controller agree that they contain many new and interesting
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features although none of the interesting features are new, while those features which are new are definitely not interesting. Strangely enough, Mr
Alexander himself admits that he has been unable to describe his teaching method. Also, he could not give any scientific account of his results of
which he only tells us that they are phenomenal. In referring to criticisms
brought to his notice to the effect that his writings are unintelligible, he
explains that his ‘discoveries’ are of such a nature that they defy literary
definition. They must be experienced. And who can really describe the
great experiences of life?
‘Experience’ and Description
All this is, of course, nothing but dialectic acrobatics. Mr Alexander constantly harps on the well-known fact that mental and physical experiences
are inseparably correlated; that it is his postural ‘technique’ which invariably induces the unique mental experiences to which he again and again
refers; and that the hitherto unheard-of standards of health and happiness of his pupils are the direct result of the ‘conscious control’ of their
external and internal movements thus acquired. Why, then, not describe
at least the physical equivalents of the great mental experience? Why not
give figures and facts of the sequelae of the application of the ‘Technique’
upon health records of the individuals or groups concerned? Why not
present standard movement analyses showing the claimed improvement
in skill following the new treatment? Not a scrap of such or other objective evidence has ever been presented by Mr Alexander or his followers. Mr
Alexander himself appears to feel somewhat uneasy about the solidity of
his claims, and, therefore, has prepared a few stock replies which he and
his followers present to questioners. One of these stereotype arguments is:
‘Who can describe the visual experience of seeing green? Nobody can; so
do not worry us to tell you what we experience after having gone through
the wonderful ‘conscious control’ course.’
The obvious answer to this rhetoric trick is that we can at least give
a distinct account of the kind of rays which cause the visual experiences
referred to; of the concomitant chemical changes which occur in the retina of the eye; of the electrical phenomena occurring in the optic nerve
when the visual stimuli travel to the brain; and finally of the action currents which accompany the cerebral registration of the experience, on the
nature of which, incidentally, there is no disagreement.
How clearly some of the better known effects of muscular exercise and
training upon posture can be presented will be seen from the coloured
supplement of this issue of Manpower. Furthermore we draw the attention
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Fig. 1. Muscular contraction and relaxation can now be measured with an
electrical instrument of precision developed with the aid of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Fine wires lead directly from the patient’s
muscle to the instrument. If the muscle is completely relaxed, the
shadow of a very fine recording wire (see arrow) remains quiet, and
a moving picture taken of this shadow shows practically a straight
line. But if the muscle is tense, however slightly, the shadow of the
recording wire will vibrate. Highly nervous persons will cause the
wire to vibrate so rapidly as to be invisible, unless the instrument is
set for lower sensitivity. If the wires are inserted into a nerve in place
of a muscle, we measure nervousness. (From Jacobson.)
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of the serious student of the subject of conscious control of movements
to the life work of Dr E. Jacobson of Chicago, a distinguished medical
research worker who has developed a well described technique capable
of bringing finer degrees of tension and relaxation of the muscles under
wilful supervision.
One of the most important recent advances of our knowledge of the
neurological integration of posture has been the discovery of localised
muscular reflex phenomena, affecting small groups of or even individual
muscles. We know now that rhythmic electrical potentials of single motor
units may be the result of a reflex action: Afferent impulses reach the
spinal cord at a given level where they are reflexly ‘returned’ without conscious attention or control being involved at all. Denslow and collaborators have shown that the study of action potentials of motor units actually
enables us to ascertain the strength of the ‘bombardment’ of any spinal
level with afferent impulses. Considerable electrical activity during ‘rest’ has
been found in muscles in areas of postural abnormality, an observation which
perfectly fits into Jacobson’s concepts, but which certainly could not be
reconciled with Alexander’s amateurish theories of muscular control.
Dr Jacobson has shown that the problem which Alexander and other
laymen have found beyond their intellectual scope is quite accessible to a
rational scientific analysis. Dr Jacobson’s excellent papers and books are
accompanied by reproduction of original recordings of action currents
from ‘badly functioning’ and from ‘re-educated’ muscles respectively; by
distinct accounts of the effects of muscular re-education upon the mental
state of the subjects thus treated; and by satisfactory medical case histories from which the therapeutic application of the procedure referred to

Fig. 2

During complete relaxation of a muscle being tested electrically,
the shadow of the recording wire is practically quiet. As the photographic film moves (left to right). the only variations seen are slight
constant ones (arising in the instrument) and pulse beats (two
shown here). (From Jacobson.)
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Tenseness in the muscle is disclosed here. Marked vibrations of the
shadow produce these long approximately vertical line, the length
of which depends upon the voltages in the muscle. These voltages
vary with the degree in which it is contracting. Thus we are now able
to measure electrically, with the aid of a moving picture, activity or
relaxation in human nerve or muscle. (From Jacobson).

can be clearly seen. In contrast to Mr Alexander, Dr Jacobson does not
resort to the trick of publishing letters from grateful ‘patients’ in order to
advertise his methods. ‘To accept’, Dr Jacobson writes, ‘a statement from
the patient regarding his recovery would not be scientific; the only way to
be really certain that recovery has set in is through objective observations,
including laboratory tests’. Even if it were true that Mr Alexander’s head
balancing cult could bring about a profound and lasting improvement
of posture, this would not, or at least not necessarily, affect the general
motor abilities of the individual concerned. Grace has actually investigated standing posture, gait grade and motor ability and has found that
the correlations between these variables are so small that they have little
practical prediction value.
Mr Alexander has never explained his ‘technique’. He has not given
an account of his ‘research’ which he so liberally mentions. He and his
associates are not even acquainted with the standard terminology used
to describe physiological, neurological, psychological and psychiatric
observations, and therefore have always to quibble about interpretation of
words. Mr Alexander’s books do not contain a single medical case history
from which one could learn what all his boast of curing diseased people is about. Mr Alexander would be well advised to take a course at Dr
Jacobson’s clinic. It might help him to draw a line between his fancies and
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such facts as trained scientists might assist him to define from his hazy
statements, arguments and irrational beliefs.
A Good Test
Mr Alexander has claimed that his ‘system’ is a scientific one, and he
as well as his followers have indignantly denied that it is akin to faithhealing, sorcery and autosuggestion. In reality, however, there is no doubt
that his issue is not a rational one at all. ‘Scientific truths’, Zilboorg writes
in his History of Medical Psychology, ‘are always ready to be used, tested,
questioned, probed and experimented with by anyone who is interested in
science’. Let us see how the ‘Alexander Technique’ is to be judged in the
light of this authoritative definition.
Well-known members of the medical and physical education professions in South Africa approached Mr Alexander’s representative in this
country with a view to being trained in the ‘Technique’. They felt it would
only be fair to do so. They were prepared to pay the considerable fees
which are generally charged by the alleged possessors of the priceless
secret.* Unfortunately, the willing pupils were not accepted. In one case
the person concerned was said to be ‘too athletic’, while in another the
excuse was given that pressure of work made it impossible to find time
even for a demonstration! The time experience was made by Mark Twain
to whom credit is due for having exposed the activities of another ‘mental
healer’, Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, whose ‘application’ to obtain literature
from the so-called ‘Christian Science Mother Church Headquarters Factory’ was refused and his money returned.
All this sounds strange enough. The issue becomes more puzzling still
if it is mentioned that a small group of persons whose names are known
because of services rendered by them in fields other than medicine or
physical education have publicly praised the Australian actor. Among
them are Aldous Huxley, the novelist; G. E. Coghill, the entomologist;
Sir Stafford Cripps, the politician; and Professor John Dewey,

the philosopher. None of them, however, produced any evidence to bear out Mr
Alexander’s statements. No recognised book on medicine or physical education has found it worth while to refer to Mr Alexander, and not a single
medical research worker of scientific standing nor any prominent physical
*

Irrational cults like the one which are developed around Mr Alexander may
be extremely lucrative. Mrs. Eddy, in many respects similar to, although
apparently a stronger personality than the Australian actor, was a penniless
and friendless neurotic at the age of fifty but died as a multi-millionaire.
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educationalists have given support to what we shall show amounts to a
dangerous and irresponsible form of quackery.
We may mention at this stage already that our views on the subject are
shared by leading members of our profession in Great Britain and the
United States.
Like Mr Alexander himself, most of his admirers believe that the socalled ‘Conscious Control Technique’ produces results which surpass
anything claimed even by people who have taken such an optimistic view
of their earthly mission as Bernard Macfadden and Charles Atlas. The
latter, by comparison, were comparatively modest fellows, confining their
activities to ‘the man in the street’. It was left to Mr Alexander to tackle
the ‘upper class’.*
Exposing Mr Aldous H uxley
Mr Alexander’s chief propagandist, Aldous Huxley, who, unlike his great
namesakes Thomas and Julian, does not believe in the inherent value of
rational thought, has said that the ‘new’ system of postural gymnastics
leads to a state of ‘non-attachment’. Since Aldous Huxley’s references to
Alexander convey the queer psychological atmosphere which pervades all
his and his adherents’ writings on the subjects, we quote his definition of
the above term in extenso:
The ideal man is the non-attached man. Non-attached to his bodily sensations and lusts. Non-attached to his craving for power and possessions.
Non-attached to the objects of these various desires. Non-attached to his
anger and hatred; non-attached to his exclusive loves. Non-attached to
wealth, fame, social position. Non-attached even to science, art, speculation, philanthropy. Yes, non-attached even to these. . . . All that I need do in
this place is to point out that the ethic of non-attachment has always been
*

The History of Medicine is full of similar episodes. We quote from Castiglioni:
‘While the charlatans of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were content
to sell their remedies to the lower classes in the public squares and to practise
minor surgery in the small towns and villages of the provinces, the eighteenth
century presents a new type of the elegant adventurer, surrounded with much
scenic apparatus, disdaining the public square and country fair as the scenes
of his exploits. He was no longer content to narrate ancient romances while
he described his remedies for a few pennies: he now travelled with a whole
troupe of comedians and gave plays as he sold his remedies. He easily penetrated to palaces, and even to royal courts, and knew how to exploit the
credulity of the people in a really extraordinary manner.’
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correlated with cosmologies that affirm the existence of a spiritual reality underlying the phenomenal world and imparting to it whatever value
or significance it possesses. . . . The practice of non-attachment entails
the practice of all the virtues. It entails the practice of charity, for example; for there are no more fatal impediments than anger (even ‘righteous
indignation’) and cold-blooded malice to the identification of the self with
the imminent and transcendent more-than-self. It entails the practice of
courage; for fear is a painful and obsessive identification of the self with its
body. . . . It entails the cultivation of intelligence; for insensitive stupidity
is a main root of all the other vices. It entails the practice of generosity and
disinterestedness; for avarice and the love of possessions constrain their
victim to equate themselves with mere things.

This then is what Mr Alexander’s posture gymnastics lead to! To those
who do not discern any sense in this hotchpotch of words, Huxley recommends the study of the teachings of Johann Tauler, the fourteenth century
German mystic, and his disciple, Thomas a Kempis, the author of The
Imitation!
Like most eulogists of Mr Alexander, Huxley displays a courageous
contempt for facts. ‘The latest tribute’, he writes, ‘paid to Mr Alexander’s
ideas is that physical training in the British Army is henceforth to be based
upon the principle which he ‘was the first to formulate, and that the secret
of proper physical coordination must be sought in the correct relation of
the head to the spinal column’. To include so many misstatements in a
single sentence is an impressive piece of literary efficiency. The British
Army has nowhere referred to ‘Alexander’s ideas’. Had they wished to
do so, they would have found it impossible since Mr Alexander has never
succeeded in formulating any intelligent principle. The ‘correct relation of
the head to the spinal column’ which Mr Alexander obviously believes to
have ‘discovered’, is discussed in every good article on posture, although
no scientifically trained person would ever agree with H
 uxley that all this
has any fundamental relation to ‘the secret of proper physical coordination’.
Anybody who wishes to know what the British Army thinks of the controversial methods used by the believers in the Conscious Control Cult,
is advised to read a letter to the British Medical Journal (19th October,
1940) written by Col. D. E. Wand-Tetley, Inspector of Physical Training
of the Imperial Forces, in which he officially protests against the ‘flimsy
evidence’ on which Mr Alexander’s friend Murdoch based an indictment
of Army physical training (letter to British Medical Journal, 5th Octo-
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The Manual for Physical Training for the Imperial Army, as published
in 1908 (from which the above illustration is taken) pays special
attention to the effect of the carriage of the head in relation to the
spine upon posture. Needless to say, none of the statements made
by Mr Alexander (for the first time in 1910) regarding the alleged
influence of the position of the head upon conscious control are
contained in the above excellent treatise.

ber, 1940). Col. Wand-Tetley states that Murdoch, ‘from his arguments
appears to have little knowledge of modern army methods’. Mr Aldous
Huxley certainly owes the public an explanation of his remarkable statement, admittedly based upon the above-mentioned exchange of letters
between Dr Murdoch and Col. Wand-Tetley, from which he (Huxley) has
taken that in recent months ‘the physical training of English soldiers has
undergone a radical change for the better’ and that this change is a tribute to Mr Alexander’s ideas. Like his gym-master’s statement regarding
Magnus’ alleged discovery of and S
 herrington’s reference to a ‘conscious
control’ mechanism in the brain (see page 13), Aldous Huxley’s allegation
that the British Army has based its physical training policy upon principles formulated first by Mr Alexander, is a pure invention.
‘We know’, said the Abbé Breuil recently, ‘that the worst spiritual crime
is to claim to speak about that of which one knows nothing, above all, to
hold forth about abstract principles which have nothing to do with objective science – or vice versa. ‘
Surely, Huxley’s deliberations whatever their intrinsic value might be,
have nothing to do with physical education. To claim, as its author does,
that Mr Alexander’s postural gymnastics – contrasted, of course, with
other physical training procedures – will produce ‘non-attachment’ or
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other spiritual values is foolish, and it is scarcely necessary to add that like
Mr Alexander himself, he does not present any proof whatever, even if he
makes the most amazing statements.
‘The Soviet achievement’, J. G. Crowther writes in his book Soviet Science, ‘has shown what material power can come of the scientific planning
of society. But it has shown something of even greater importance; that in
the conditions of the modern world, the most superb heroism, the highest public morale and spiritual elevation are inspired by societies that are
scientifically organised. It is no doubt natural to expect that in a scientific age the finest spiritual values should arise from science. Peoples who
organise themselves scientifically at such a time align themselves with the
main stream of history, and derive therefrom an indestructible confidence
in the tightness of their cause.’
Huxley undoubtedly misleads the public by suggesting an entirely irrational approach to scientific issues and he thus actually has become a
public danger. It is for reasons of this kind that we must openly attack and
repudiate nebulous clap-trap of the Aldous Huxley stamp. The issue is all
the more important as Aldous Huxley undoubtedly possesses sufficient
intelligence to subject the problems before him to a rational analysis. He
simply prefers to move in the dark field of mysticism. We think it is appropriate to remind Aldous Huxley of the dramatic words which his great
namesake spoke to Bishop Wilberforce at the famous meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science on 30th June, 1860, when
the latter attacked the rational method of study of evolution as introduced
by Charles Darwin:
That he was not ashamed to have an ape for his ancestor, but he would be
ashamed to be connected with a man who used great gifts to obscure the
truth – a man of restless and versatile intellect, who, not content with an
unequivocal success in his own sphere of activity, plumps into scientific
questions with which he has no real acquaintance, only to obscure them by
aimless rhetoric, and distract the attention of his hearers from the real point
at issue by eloquent digressions.

Since Mr Alexander and his admirers try to create the impression that
 ldous Huxley’s good testimonies support the contention that the ‘ConA
scious Control’ system is of scientific value, let it be clearly understood
that Huxley is not a scientist. According to his own admission, he is an
irrationalist, seeking mystical experiences. On page 51 we reproduce the
judgement of one of the leading medical scientists of Great Britain on a
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‘scientific’ work of Huxley. Dr K. S. Shelvakar has gone to the trouble of
writing a book in an attempt ‘to nullify the damage done by Mr H
 uxley in
his fictitious argument that science falsifies reality’(!). Professor H. Levy,
from whose writing the above quotation is taken, has clearly stated that it
is H
 uxley who has ‘falsified the scientific method’. Professor Levy refers
to the novelist as ‘a person isolated from the world of science, inexperienced in the continuous interplay of thinking and doing, of theorising and

Fig. 5

Diagram of normal, rhythmical heartbeat in relation to electrocardiogram and radial pulse.
Arrows above white squares indicate formation of nervous
impulse of heartbeat in sinus. Oblique downward lines indicate
transfer of impulse from sinus to auricle. Small black squares indicate contraction of auricles. Oblique downward lines indicate transmission of impulse from auricles to ventricles. Large black squares
indicate contraction of ventricles.
Electrocardiogram: The electrocardiographic curve is inherently
related to the normal sequence of the heartbeat. (E)
Radial Pulse: The fact that the radial pulse appears to be slightly
delayed if compared with the corresponding action of the ventricle
as it appears in diagram and electrocardiogram, is due to the slight
loss of time involved in the mechanical transmission as well as the
natural progress of the pulse wave in the periphery. (R)
Reproduced from Boden, E. Elektrokardiographie. 1934.
Steinkopff, Dresden, p. 53.
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experimenting . . .; it follows that the views of Aldous Huxley must therefore
be placed among the museum of other irrational manifestations of this decadent
period, the slipping into mysticism, the escape from reality’.
Another admirer of Mr Alexander is Professor John D
 ewey, now aged
86, whose fame as a philosopher and educationist is, of course, based
on writings published when he was younger. (His ‘Psychology’ appeared
in 1887, his ‘Study of Ethics’ in 1894 and his last great work ‘Human
Nature and Conduct’ in 1922.) The following quotation from one of his
eulogies of Mr Alexander will be found revealing: ‘The discussions of Mr
Alexander breathe reverence for this wonderful instrument of our life, life
mental and moral as well as that life which somewhat meaninglessly we
call bodily. When such a religious attitude toward the body becomes more
general, we shall have an atmosphere favourable to securing the conscious
control which is urged.’
We are aware that irrational beliefs, fixed prejudices and emotionally
charged systems of wishful thinking cannot be corrected by intelligent
arguments. We, therefore, confine ourselves in this editorial to statements
of fact addressed to the educated reader who will draw his own conclusions. We shall prove that the essential premises on which Mr Alexander’s
‘theories’ are based are false; that he and his supporters have made allegations which are not borne out by the available evidence; and that the
appropriate place to discuss his concepts on physical training is the literature dealing with mental sciences.
The Misquoted Professor M agnus
The cornerstone of Alexander’s ‘conscious control’ theories is a discovery
allegedly made by the late Professor Rudolf Magnus, who is said to have
established the existence of ‘the primary control of the individual’. This
legendary ‘primary control’, we are told, if properly brought into play,
enables man to subject not only all his muscular actions but also the work
of his internal organs to the supervision of his will.* By making use of this
‘primary control’, Alexander claims to achieve his miraculous successes.
He has gone so far as to attack well-known medical men like Professor
Mackenzie for not doing likewise. With amazing naiveté, Alexander refers
to a highly technical study by the great English cardiologist who gave
*

A similar statement was made a few years ago by another immortal, Mussolini, who said that because of “his extraordinary willpower“ he could control
his internal organs, more particularly his stomach. During the last few years,
however, the “poor uneducated fellow,” as Professor Croce has recently
referred to him, suffered from severe gastric ulcers.
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Fig. 6. Complete dissociation between auricle and ventricle due to severe
disease of the heart affecting the cardiac structures normally concerned is the transmission of the impulse from auricle to ventricle.
Diagram: Impulse is formed normally in sinus, and auricle
receives it rhythmically. Ventricle contracts rhythmically but independently of the action of the auricle.
Electrocardiogram: Although the normal electric manifestations of
contraction of auricles and ventricles are present, physiological integration between the two is lost.
Radial Pulse: Pulse rate is slow – 50 per minute.
Alexander has alleged that conditions of the kind analysed in the
above illustration can be ‘treated’ with his alleged ‘conscious control’
system. Such a statement is complete nonsense.
Reproduced from Boden, E. Elektrokardiographie. 1934.
Steinkopff, Dresden, p. 115.

an electrocardiographic analysis of the dissociation between auricles and
ventricles of the heart in fibrillation.
(There is, of course, no bibliographic reference attached to Alexander’s
‘criticism’. Apparently the paper referred to is: ‘New Methods of Studying Affections of the Heart’, British Medical Journal, 1: 587, 1905.) It is
quite obvious that Alexander has not the faintest idea of what Mackenzie
really discussed in his learned paper. But this does not deter him from
reproaching the world famous physician for not having been aware of the
potential influence of his mysterious primary control upon the function
of the human heart. This is a quotation from the Australian actor’s classic:
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So far as I can judge, Mackenzie is unaware of the existence of a primary
control, and of its influence upon the working of the mechanisms of the
organism functioning as an indivisible unity. Consequently, he is not likely
to have been aware of the nature of its influence upon the functioning of
the auricles and ventricles of the living human being.

Since all this nonsense is liberally repeated by Alexander’s followers,
it is high time to state that Magnus has never described or claimed anything
which bears even a faint similarity to what Alexander has alleged.
Magnus summarised his comprehensive experimental studies pertaining to the central nervous reflex control of movements as comprising the
following:
1. Local static reactions in which only one part of the body, e.g.,
one limb, is concerned.
2. Segmental static reactions which involve one segment of the
body, e.g., both hind limbs, both fore limbs or the neck.
3. General static reactions in which more than one segment of the
body comes into action.
It is entirely misleading to allege, as Alexander and his followers (e.g.
Hall, Griffith, Coaker and de Klerk) have done, that Magnus or any other
competent neurologist, has ever considered the position of the head in
relation to the cervical spine to be of unique significance for the conscious
control of human posture.
Sherrington, in discussing Magnus and de Kleijn’s studies on posture
(Pflügers Arch., 1912, 145, 455) wrote: ‘The whole reflex posture of standing is one great compound reflex built up of a number of component
reflexes. To the making of the total reflex posture there goes the postural
reflex of each limb, similarly the postural reflex of the neck, of the trunk, of the
tail, of the head.’ (‘Postural Activity of Muscle and Nerve’. Brain, 1915, 38,
191–234.)
It is important to state that M
 agnus’s experimental work was done with
decerebrated animals, mostly dogs and cats, and not with healthy human
beings. In fact, as Fulton atresses in his authoritative ‘Physiology of the
Nervous System’, ‘Magnus gave only limited attention to postural reflexes
of primate forms’, and in his last great summary of his life work (Cameron Prize Lectures at Edinburgh, 19th and 20th May, 1926), Magnus
distinctly emphasised the difficulties in the way of applying his experimental results to an interpretation of normal human movements. The
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Fig. 7. Magnus has standardised the different positions in space into which
the head of a cat can be brought. He found that there is only one
position of the head in space (between nil and 45°) in which the
extensor tone of the four extremities of the cat is maximal, and only
one, namely between 180° and 135°, in which the tone is minimal.
Magnus clearly indicates (1) that this statement applies to his animal experiments only, and (2) that ‘the absolute adjustment to the
field of gravity of the earth’ is effected automatically and reflexly
with the help of the labyrinth.
Magnus and Rademaker have shown that while position of head
and neck may determine attitude, righting and postural reactions
of animals, there are numerous automatic reflex patterns through
which on the contrary, the position of head and neck is determined
by the attitude of trunk, or abdomen or pelvis or extremities, etc.
The above picture summarises a number of important experiments,
showing that notwithstanding any change of position in space of
the body axis of animals, the head is brought into ‘normal standard
position.’ In other words, as a result of a reflex function of the labyrinth, the head ‘organises’ its position like a compass needle does,
‘following an invisible attraction’. The invisible attraction affecting
the head is the gravity of the earth.
Furthermore, Magnus stresses that the innervation of the muscles of the neck through which the head regains its normal position
in space if the body of the animal is turned, also takes place as a
result of a reflex. With regard to the application of Professor Magnus’s studies, Professor Rein in his brilliant textbook of physiology,
writes ‘Am gesunden Menschen sind ähnliche Feststellungen niemals
mit Sicherheit gemacht worden’. (In healthy human beings similar
findings have never been made with certainty.)
The same statement was made in still more definite form by Professor Otfrid Foerster in his comprehensive summary in 1936 when
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he stated regarding Magnus’s neck reflexes : ‘Die Reflexe sind normaliter beim Menschen nicht vorhanden’. (In normal human beings
the reflexes are not present.)
Reproduced from Rein, H. Physiologie des Menschen. 1938.
Springer, Berlin, p. 363.

Fig. 8. Experimental dog ‘Eric’: Cerebellum removed, mask covering face,
including eyes, standing upon a board fixed in front, but movable at
tail end.
1) Tail end lies deeper than head-end. Head held in normal position, i.e., muzzle forms an angle of 45° below horizontal.
Neck and spine form an almost straight line. Hind quarters fully
extended, muscles of posterior extremities very tense.
2) Tail-end of board higher than head-end. Under the influence of labyrinth reflexes, head has moved backwards, so that muzzle again forms an angle of 45° below horizontal. However, cervical
and dorsa spine now form an open angle. The extensor tone of the
posterior extremities is weak. Flexion has set in, and the animal sits.
This experiment represents one of the many examples in which,
contrary to what Alexander says, the position of the body conditions
position and posture of neck and head.
Reproduced from Rademaker, G. G. J. Das Stehen. 1931.
Springer, Berlin, p, 140.
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most authoritative reference to the subject was made in 1936 by Professor O. Foerster in his comprehensive monograph ‘Motorische Felder und
Bahnen’ in Volume VI of the Handbook of Neurology. He says with regard
to 
Magnus’ ‘Tonische Halsreflexe auf die Extremitäten’ (tonic neck
reflexes upon extremities). ‘Die Reflexe sind normaliter beim Menschen
nicht vorhanden.’ (In normal human beings, the reflexes are not present.)
(Page 263, ff.)*
Basing his writings on his extraordinary clinical experiences, Foerster
presents case histories of patients suffering from organic lesions of the
brain in which tonic neck reflexes could be elicited. He stresses, however,
that the pattern of response thus observed in man frequently differs very much
from that originally described by Magnus in his decerebrated animals. Furthermore, he points out that the reflex centre is situated in regions of the central nervous system which are entirely beyond the controlling or directing
influence of conscious volition.
Thus, Mr Alexander’s story as to Magnus’s ‘discovery’ of a ‘conscious control’
mechanism of human posture and movements and what not is a pure invention.
This statement alone would suffice to characterise the value of the
writings of Mr Alexander. However, once we are on the point of exposing all this quackery, it might be appropriate to state further that Magnus

defined a large variety of postural, attitudinal and righting reflexes, among
them many which point in exactly the opposite direction to what Mr
Alexander has stated. We reproduce two illustrations which show how
postural adjustments of limbs and body may determine position of neck
*

It may, of course, be assumed that the system of motor reflexes which M
 agnus
has analysed is active also in the human nervous system. In fact, analysis of
the motor functions of patients suffering from organic cerebral injuries has
lead to the recognition of clinical syndroms which in many respects represents
equivalents to some of the original observations made by Magnus. A typical
example is the Support Reaction of which E. Jokl and G. W. S. Schepers
have published a detailed account. But there is no justification whatsoever for
Alexander’s statement that the assumption of ‘conscious control of human
posture’ can be based on the attitudinal and righting reflex mechanisms in
our central nervous system. As has already been mentioned, M
 agnus’ main
experimental work was carried out on cats and dogs, i.e., on four-footed
animals. As Jokl and Schepers have indicated, the cerebral mechanisms controlling upright posture have developed at a very late stage of evolution and
it is more than doubtful whether the neck and head reflexes which have been
demonstrated by Magnus on decerebrated animals come at all into play in
the course of human every day motor performances.
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and head. The number of specific instances which can be quoted to contradict Mr Alexander’s statement is very great indeed. Among the stimuli
found by Rademaker, Magnus’ able assistant, to be able to influence the
position of head and neck, are mechanical irritation of the skin over the
glutei muscles of the dog and tilting the pelvis. One wonders what conclusions Mr Alexander would draw from these observations!

Fig. 9. Although attitudinal, righting and postural reflexes of the kind
described by Magnus in four-footed decerebrated animals do not
come into play in a comparable manner in normal human beings,
corresponding reflex phenomena can be shown in patients suffering
from destruction or severe impairment of the brain, more particularly of those portions which are normally concerned with conscious
supervision of movements. Again this is a fact well established by
neurological research which contradicts Alexander’s unfounded
statement. The patient shown in the above picture suffers from
complete paralysis of the muscles of the left side of the body due to
destruction of the pyramidal tracts of his brain – i.e., those tracts
which normally connect the motor cortex, the seat of conscious
control of movements, with the muscles. Thus, this man was unable
to move his left arm and leg of his own volition. As his head was
turned to the extreme right, nothing happened. However, when he
was told to close firmly his right fist, a reflex flexion of the paralysed arm and leg occurred. Similar reflex responses to active or passive
changes of the position of the head in relation to the spine cannot be elicited in normal human beings.
Reproduced from Rein, H. Physiologie des Menschen. 1936.
Springer, Berlin, p. 380. No. 295A.
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Those who are prepared to spend some time studying the magnificent
writings of M
 agnus might even feel pity for Mr Alexander. Almost every
statement the latter makes is directly contradicted there, as if the late
Utrecht physiologist had intended to discredit those who have so badly
misquoted him. This is what Magnus said in his Cameron Prize Lectures:
The whole righting apparatus, with the only exception of the cortical centres for the optical righting reflexes, is arranged subcortically in the brainstem, and in this way made independent of direct voluntary influences. The
attitudinal as well as the righting reactions are involuntary. If under the
influence of cortical impulses the normal position of the body be disturbed,
the brain-stem apparatus is ready to restore it, so that every new cortical
action finds the body in a normal starting position without previous voluntary effort.

The Misquoted Professor Sherrington
On page 142 of his ultimum magnum opus, the Australian immortal writes
as follows:
Those who laid the foundations of our present knowledge of physiology
and anatomy were ignorant of the existence of this primary control. [Sic!]
This no doubt accounts in great measure for their conception of what was
necessary to a study of physiology, and of the ‘means-whereby’ resulting
from this conception upon which they and their disciples were content to
depend in ‘their quest for certainty’. Some twenty-eight years after I had
discovered this control (!) and employed it in a technique, the late Rudolph
Magnus announced his discovery of it and its function, and Sir Charles
Sherrington referred to this in his Presidential Address to the Royal Society.

Since we belong to the group of conservative scientists who in ‘their
quest for certainty’ wish to base their statements on factual evidence,
and since we, therefore, like ‘those who laid the foundations of our present knowledge of physiology and. anatomy’ still are entirely ‘ignorant of
the existence of this primary control’, we went to the trouble of checking Mr Alexander’s statements. The results of our scrutiny of the writings of Magnus have already been summarised. What about the support Mr Alexander’s conscious control concepts have received through
Sherrington, as alleged?
Needless to say, no clue is given in Mr Alexander’s book as to the
source of his information. Nevertheless, we have succeeded in finding it.
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There are on record three Presidential Addresses by Sherrington, viz., in
the Proc. Royal Soc, Ser. B., vol. XCIII, July, 1922, pp. 1–14; vol. XCIV,
April, 1923, pp. 1–16; and vol. XCIB, May, 1926, pp. 107–21. It is in the
last of the three addresses that Sherrington refers to Magnus’ Croonian
Lectures in June, 1925, as follows:
Professor M
 agnus described analyses by himself and his colleagues of the
pure reflex behaviour of the cat without the cerebral hemispheres. He showed
how, for example, a moving mouse before the eyes of such a cat attitudinises the whole mechanism of the animal, exciting from it appropriate
posture and direction in readiness for the final spring upon its prey. After
that, ‘all that the cat has to do is to decide to jump. To jump, or not to jump,
that becomes the question’.

Thus S
 herrington says exactly the opposite of what Mr Alexander has ascribed
to him. Not only did Sherrington fail to refer to the legendary conscious
control as Mr Alexander irresponsibly alleges, but he even emphasised
that Magnus has dealt with the ‘pure reflex behaviour of the cat without
cerebral hemispheres’. Sherrington found it worth noting that animals,
deprived of those parts of their brain which are concerned with functions
comparable to some extent with the ones which in the human brain are in
charge of voluntary movements, can be induced to ‘attitudinise the whole
mechanism . . . , exciting from it appropriate posture and direction in readiness
for the final spring upon its prey’ reflexly, i.e., without any conscious control
whatsoever.
Surely Mr Alexander and his pupils who uncritically repeat his statements (e.g. Hall, Griffith, Coaker and de Klerk) will have to explain publicly the amazing discrepancy between their allegations and the facts as
they are on record. We don’t envy them their task.
In Sherrington’s book Man on his Nature, pointed reference is made to
the reflex nature of human posture and to the inability of conscious perception even to analyse or control the mechanism of such a basic postural
attitude as standing.
It seems that this power within me, which identifies itself with me, and calls
itself ‘I’, and wills the body to stand upright, and the body does so, or wills
the body to sit down and the body does so, does not know how the body
does these things. For all its effort, and for all the attention it can give, it does
not seem able to get inside the act which it yet assumes it does. It cannot think itself
into the ‘how’ of the body’s doing these things.
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All that happens without any thought or perception on our part. Our
body is balancing itself without our being aware of it, or our mind seeming
to take part in it.

On page 155 of his last contribution to the enlightenment of mankind,
the Australian actor has the audacity to criticise these statements. Mr
Alexander informs the doyen of British neurology that his (Sherrington’s)
knowledge of the subject is at fault because he does not employ the ‘primary control’ of which, however, he (Mr Alexander) writes in the same
book that S
 herrington had mentioned it before the Royal Society! (Page
143.)
‘Physical Deterioration’
If it comes to advertising his cult, Mr Alexander is not at all concerned
with scientific facts. As he writes in the preface to his first book (reprinted
in 1939), the chief reason for addressing the public is ‘the appalling physical deterioration that can be seen by any intelligent observer who will
walk the streets of London or New York’. He alleges that illness is on the
increase and since this alleged deterioration takes place ‘hand in hand
with our endeavours to raise the standard by physical culture theories,
relaxation exercises and rest cures’, he considers them a complete failure
in the checking of disease, more particularly with regard to cancer, appendicitis and insanity which conditions he specifically mentions.
The facts are that in the last 50 years a tremendous improvement in
physical condition and in health has taken place in England and in America and that at least with regard to physical development and fitness the
physical education movement is entitled to claim that it has contributed
to this trend.
Tables 1–4.
The following tables 1 to 4, compiled by Howard V. Meredith, show
the increase in stature and weight of European (1, 2, 3) and Negro
(4) boys of comparable socio-economic status during the last 50
years. The increases thus revealed leave no doubt as to the remarkable change that have taken place during this period in the direction
of greater stature and weight. It is obvious that the allegation made
by Mr Alexander to the effect that physical deterioration is taking
place in England and America is devoid of truth.
Reproduced from Meredith, H. V. Am. J. Dis. Children. Nov.,
1941. 62, p. 909.
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In 1943 (30th January, page 136), the British Medical Journal, referring to the ‘stuffy Victorian houses’, with their ‘neglect of natural lighting
and ventilation and of dryness and warmth, with their primitive sanitary
arrangements, with the likelihood of vermin infection, the lack of provision for food storage, the unventilated passages, the dark staircases, the
basement living rooms says that they all must had their reflection in the
heavier mortality and morbidity rates of the generations which inhabited
them. The modern house is better – decidedly better’. That the British
Medical Journal is correct in its conclusions is impressively borne out by
statistical evidence pertaining to longevity and morbidity during the last
100 years.
As is shown in fig. 10, life expectation has almost doubled since 1879.
Fig. 11 gives percentages of new-born infacts surviving to ages 50 and 65
respectively, indicating the remarkable reduction in child mortality which
has taken place during the last century.
So far as the three illnesses specifically mentioned by Mr Alexander are
concerned, he has again failed to quote his sources. It is of course impossible to base an argument on the health of any people upon considerations
of three arbitrarily chosen illnesses. For example, even if it is true that the
incidence of cancer has been on the increase, this fact is fully explained

Fig. 10. Between 1879 and 1942 expectation of life at birth in the United
States has increased by 30 years. Similar figures are obtainable from
Great Britain. This fact alone would raise serious doubt as to the
truth of the statement made by Mr Alexander that in England and
Ameria a process of physical deterioration of the people is taking
place.
Reproduced from Statistical Bulletin. New York. 24.5. March,
1943, p.3.
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Fig. 11. During the last 100 yeas there has been an immense increase of the
percetages of new born infacts surviving to ages 50 and 65 respectively. No doubt is possible as to the progressive improvement in
physical condition and health of the people and any statements to
the contrary, as are frequently made by quacks thus hoping to sell
patent remedies of their own, may be disbelieved.
Reproduced from Dublin, L. I. Medical Problems of Old Age.
Philadelphia. 1941.

by the increase in longevity of the total population, cancer being a disease
of old age. In the past, the majority of persons who today suffer from
cancer would have died as children or young adults from such diseases
as pneumonia, tuberculosis or others which are now being progressively
eliminated by medical science. At the same time, Mr Alexander has failed
to mention that the percentage of cancer patients successfully treated by
medical men has tremendously increased during recent decades, and that
at least with regard to some forms of cancer we are now able to effect
complete cures.
As the Scientific Committee of the Liverpool Medical Research Organisation has pointed out, the mortality due to cancer of the population over
seventy is thrice that obtaining before this age. Of 53,220 deaths from
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Fig. 12. A comparison between ‘Rank and Death Rates from the Ten Leading Causes’ in 1938 compared with the same causes in 1900, shows
that the incidence of tuberculosis and pneumonia which half a century ago were responsible for the death of a vast number of young
people, has now been greatly reduced. The three principal nontraumatic ‘killers’ of our time, viz. heart disease, cancer and cerebral
haemorrhage, mostly affect old persons. If it is appreciated how
medicine has progressed in its ability to deal even with the latter
three diseases, it will be realised how great an improvement of the
health of the people has been attained in the last half century.
Reproduced from Dublin, L. I. Medical Problems of Old Age. Philidelphia. 1941.

malignant diseases in 1926, only 2,448 occurred in persons under the
age of forty, and we have found no evidence at all from which it could be
concluded that in corresponding age groups the incidence of cancer has
increased.
‘From the statistics’, the Committee summarises, ‘we glean, then, that
malignant disease (viz. cancer) is very rare still – in spite of individual
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impressions – before the age of forty years, and is relatively most common
after the age of seventy years.’
According to the 1939 report of the Medical Research Council of Great
Britain on appendicitis (Young and Russell), there was little if any change
in the death rates from this disease in England and Wales between 1920
and 1935. ‘There may (even) be some suggestion of a tendency to decline
in the last few years’, while ‘the decline in case fatality with the lapse of
time has been very striking’. In distinct contrast to Mr Alexander’s allegation that the cause of appendicitis is an ‘imperfect adjustment of the body
which allows or forces abdominal viscera to become displaced and to fall’,
the Medical Research Council’s Report says: ‘There seems to be little or
no evidence of any relationship between the mortality from appendicitis
and that from other diseases of the digestive system.’ Of all possible environmental factors having an influence upon the incidence of appendicitis,
diet is the only one known. Needless to say, the British authors responsi-

Fig. 13. The general progress in health and physical condition of the people
as has taken place during the last 30 years is exemplified by a comparison of the incidence of rickets in industrial areas in 1913 and
1939. There can be no doubt that, thanks to medical science, this
disease is now on the point of being eradicated.
While to the ordinary scientist evidence or this kind is convincing, it is not likely to impress adherents of Mr Alexander’s mysterious conscious control cult, whose chief advertiser, Aldous Huxley,
has stated that “science falsifies reality”.
Reproduced from Orr, Sir John Boyd. Food and the People. 1943.
Pilot Press, London.
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ble for the report do not refer to Mr Alexander’s phantasies.
With regard to the inherent ability of physical exercises or training of
any kind to ‘improve health’ in the ordinary sense of this term, i.e., to
reduce morbidity and mortality of the population, it is necessary to refer
briefly to certain basic concepts of pathology which, although they are
not likely to be understood by uninformed laymen like Mr Alexander and
his followers, nevertheless are of profound importance to more serious
students who wish to obtain clarity regarding quack methods of the type
under review. As Jokl has recently shown in his Buckston Browne Prize
Essay, there is little if any evidence available that physical exercise and
training may at all be considered an appropriate method of reducing the
incidence of severe illnesses which, according to Mr Alexander’s boasts,
miraculously respond to his head balancing cult. Nor can exercise ever be
looked upon as the most important or sole therapeutic measure in clinical
medicine. We are quite entitled to disbelieve any claims to the effect that
‘paralysis, varicosity, tuberculosis, adhesions of the lungs, haemorrhage
(!), congenital malformations, many varieties of throat, nose and ear trouble, hay fever, chronic constipation, incipient appendicitis (elsewhere Mr
Alexander recommends his method also for the treatment of acute appendicitis) and colitis’ are best treated by the ‘conscious control technique’.*
The primary function of physical education as it is known to ordinary intelligent persons is that of controlling and improving growth and
development; of producing physical efficiency and through it, a subjective
feeling of well being and vigour; and last but not least, to create the physiological basis for expression with all it implies upon mental health and
upon social attitudes.
The above functions of exercise and training can be, and are being utilised by the medical profession in the treatment of certain diseases, more
particularly in the field of orthopaedic and neurological conditions, as
well as a general adjunct to hospital treatment. The rationale of ‘Physical
Medicine’, as the field referred to is now called, has been well described
in competent scientific text books, none of which takes cognisance of Mr
Alexander’s amateurish writings. Also no responsible medical author has
ever thought of suggesting, as Mr Alexander does, that physical exercises
and training are able to replace proved clinical methods of prevention and
treatment of practically every known disease.
*

Lest anybody should fear that his ailment is beyond repair, Sir Alexander
assures him that ‘in no case that has come under my personal (!) supervision
have I discovered any relapse that was not curable by a few further instructions in the principles enunciated.’
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Their ‘Evidence’
‘What I don’t know is not Knowledge’
Lest anybody might think that Mr Alexander and his followers may have
misinterpreted their ‘sources’, let it be said that it is more than improbable that they have ever read them. Recently, when the attention of some
South African ‘Conscious Control’ enthusiasts was drawn to the fact that
Magnus did not experiment on normal human beings and that it was,
therefore, impossible to claim that he has discovered the alleged ‘primary
conscious control’, they replied by referring to an obscure popular book
which, so they allege, has made the same statement. The standard procedure of quoting the original source of their information is quite unknown
to them.
Similarly, in their keenness to ‘prove’ that current physical training
concepts are unsatisfactory from a medical point of view, instead of giving
facts or other scientific evidence they quote uncritically newspapers and
propaganda publications. (See Mr Alexander’s Universal Constant, pages
69 and 263.)
The statement that Mr Alexander’s apostles are unlikely even to have
read their ‘sources’ also applies, we are sorry to say, to Professor John
Dewey. Dewey has repeated Mr Alexander’s nonsense of the latter’s and,
as alleged by him, Professor M
 agnus’ ‘discovery’ of a ‘primary conscious
control’. Furthermore, in spite of having contributed two introductions (!)
to Mr Alexander’s compilation Man’s Supreme Inheritance (1939), in other
writings Dewey contradicts the Australian immortal’s statements which
we must conclude he has never read with the necessary care. While Mr
Alexander, in order to explain the need for his historical efforts to improve
the fate of mankind, informs us that as things move at present, people
are physically deteriorating, Dewey (Introduction to Professor Cowdry’s
Problems of Ageing, published in the same year as the latest edition of Mr
Alexander’s book with his two introductions), clearly indicates that he
knows how ‘at the beginning of the present century . . . new methods of
care of the sick and protection of public health’ have been introduced.
‘The result was an immense increase of population in all industrially
advanced countries’ (among which, we hope, Dewey includes England
and America where, according to Mr Alexander, the people deteriorate).
‘More children were kept alive; new biological knowledge . . . checked the
ravages of the plagues and infectious diseases that had previously made
such inroads upon whole populations.’ There has occurred ‘a dramatic
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Fig. 14. Although Alexander has failed to include illustrative material from
which his ‘technique’ could be understood, he has decided to
enlighten his readers with regard to the ‘fact’ that ‘man, by using
exercises as a means of improving his physical condition, becomes
a specialist in the production of harmful by-products, and that by
doing this he not only nullifies anything he may gain at one point,
but in the long run tends to lose rather than gain in the aggregate’.
In order to prove this amazing discovery, he presents the above
photograph taken, so he says, from The Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News – undoubtedly an authoritative source of information on
the science of physical education. This then, is what physical training
aims at and so, the Australian actor asks, can it be wondered ‘that
the practice of exercises leads to the cultivation of harmful psychophysical habits, associated with a lowering of the standard of general
functioning?’
Reproduced from Alexander, F.M. The Universal Constant in Living. 1942. Chaterson. London, opp. p. 69.
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increase in the span of life. Better medical care and more adequate nutrition have affected the survival of even larger numbers of older people.
. . . In 1980 the number of persons over 65 will be more than double that
today.’
It would not be difficult to use further examples of D
 ewey’s astounding
inconsistencies.
Facts and phantasies are the same to Mr Alexander and his supporters.
A scientist who recently commented on the complete lack of evidence for
the boundless claims made by the ‘conscious controllers’ was violently
attacked, because, so he was reproached, he had failed to refer to ‘evidence’ allegedly adduced in 1926 in a paper by Dr P. MacDonald. (Transvaal Educational Review, July, 1943, page 8).
The facts are that Dr MacDonald’s paper does not present any evidence at all. We quote from Dr MacDonald’s publication (British Medical Journal, 25th December, 1926): ‘I decided to make use of this occasion to attract the attention of some members of the profession to it (viz.
the Alexander system) in the hope that some person or persons better
qualified than I am to make such investigations may have their interest
aroused.’ This paper, then is considered to be in itself ‘scientific proof ’ of
Mr Alexander’s theories.
Thirteen years later Dr MacDonald (letter to British Medical Journal
of 17th June, 1939) admitted that the work of Mr Alexander had not yet
impressed the people in Great Britain. With regard to the medical profession, he writes that ‘the effect has been very small’. As a consolation, so
to speak, he mentions that the lay-press in America has shown interest
in Alexander’s ideas. So far as we can see, it is in this letter that for the
first time reference is made to a study by the entomologist, Coghill, who
is said to have presented evidence corroborating the Australian actor’s
statement. Most unfortunately, there is again no bibliographical reference enabling scientific readers to check – in the light of what we now
know about Mr Alexander, a most necessary procedure. To judge from
Mr Coghill’s ‘appreciation’, published as a preface to Mr Alexander’s last
book, he has also not produced any evidence whatsoever. C
 oghill refers
to original studies conducted by him with amblystoma, an amphibian
type of vertebrate ‘that is well known for its lack of specialisation of structure and function’. What he writes with regard to the development of the
nervous system of this primitive animal, although probably correct, has
no bearing whatever upon Mr Alexander’s sweeping theories. Wherever
Coghill refers to Mr Alexander, he is critical enough – let this be stated
in his honour – to speak of his ‘belief ’ or ‘opinion’. This is, of course,
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Fig. 15. Average sized American
soldier, standing alongside armour of medieval
knight. Physical development of the people of
America has certainly
not deteriorated. (From
Life, U.S.A.)

quite legitimate, more especially since he feels that the ‘conscious control’
method ‘can scarcely be described’.
Thus, summarising Coghill’s statements regarding the ‘Technique’ it
is necessary to draw attention to the fact, so far as can be judged from
the references made by Mr Alexander and his followers, that the American entomologist has not produced any evidence in support of the Australian’s
claims.
Since it will certainly again be said by Mr Alexander and his friends
that Dr MacDonald’s letter to the British Medical Journal in 1939 referred
to above, contains proof, we quote from his last sentence: ‘Permit me to
repeat that Alexander’s methods are worth a study of the medical profession’.
A similar piece of ‘evidence’ quoted by enthusiastic defenders of the
‘control cult’ with a view to replying to scientific criticism of their method,
was said to be contained in a study by Dr A. M
 urdoch which apparently
was not accepted for publication in any medical journal, but which is
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Fig. 16. The above photograph was published by Alexander in 1939 (!) purporting to show the deleterious effects of current physical education.
“These unfortunate boys,” the Australian immortal writes, “are simply being developed into deformities.”
The truth, of course, is that the boy shown above suffers from
the after-effects of rickets, and that at this stage of his illness neither
deep breathing nor any form of postural gymnastics can possibly
“cure” him. The appropriate method of preventing rickets is not
physical training (including the conscious control cult, if one wishes
to honour Mr Alexander by including his “technique” in this term),
but nutritional and environmental measures must be adopted!
Ample supply of dairy products and other foodstuffs containing
vitamin D, plus sufficient sunshine, will eliminate rickets everywhere. As has been shown by Sir John Boyd Orr, rickets have now
been virtually eliminated in England. (See fig. 13, p. 28)
This is a particularly blatant example of the methods adopted by
Mr Alexander in his attempts to discredit physical education, with a
view to impressing the public with the quackery advertised by himself.
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printed as an appendix to Mr Alexander’s latest book (page 249). According to this source, Murdoch has not conducted any original investigations
on the subject at all, but ‘examined the dissection of the Sub-Occipital
region as shown in the Edinburgh Steroscopic Atlas of Anatomy, as well as
‘the dissected specimen in the Royal College of Surgeons’ Museum’. In
other words, he has looked at a picture in a book and at a specimen in an
anatomical showcase. From these impressive researches M
 urdoch draws
far reaching conclusions as to the central nervous control of human posture, happily mixing a few facts and plenty of fancies. His contribution
has no scientific value whatsoever.
In a letter to the British Medical Journal (15th July, 1939), Dr Murdoch
makes the following naive and pathetic statement: ‘No one except
Alexander has even dreamt of a mechanism which controls the functioning of the entire psychophysical organism with all its constituent organs’
including ’every cell in every structure and its accompanying function.’
Indeed, nobody has, but Dr M
 urdoch believes that ‘the difficulties and
disabilities of the many so-called diseases from which man is suffering
now . . . can only be removed by the redirection of the conscious use of
the primary control’ through which he alleges Mr Alexander can control
‘the functioning of the entire psychophysical organism’.
Another pillar of strength of the ‘conscious control’ cult is an alleged
study by a Mr Mungo Douglas (M.B.), 1937, apparently also not accepted
for publication in any medical journal, but brought to the notice of the
scientific world on p. 255 of Mr Alexander’s latest book. There is no shred
of evidence for the numerous statements made by Mr Douglas. But we
are again told ‘that the use of head and neck in relation to the torso conditions uses throughout the body’; and ‘that although all human beings are
provided with the same mechanism divisible into anatomical elements,
these elements in use show a diversity, of structure and elements and as a
means to produce human edifices of bewildering variation’.
Since this paper has been referred to by Mr Alexander’s adherents as
an authoritative study, it is necessary to state that it is devoid of scientific
value.
‘Sound Medical Advice’
According to our Medical, Dental and Pharmacy Act, No. 13 of 1928, ‘any
person not registered as a medical practitioner who (a) for gain, practices
as a medical practitioner (whether or not purporting to be registered) or
performs any act specially pertaining to the calling of a medical practitioner; or (b) pretends or by any means whatsoever holds himself out, to
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Fig. 17. Undisputable proof of the improvement in fitness and physical condition of the people during the last 50 years is found in the astounding progress of athletic performance records during that period.
H. M. Abrahams, the British 100 metre sprinting champion of the
1924 Olympic Games has compiled the above graph showing the
rise of the world’s record in putting the shot since 1883. The position is similar with regard to performance standards of every other
athletic exercise.
Reproduced from H. M. Abrahams.
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be a medical practitioner (whether or not purporting to be registered) or
uses the name of medical practitioner or any name, title, description or
symbol indicating or calculated to lead persons to infer that he possesses
a degree, diploma or other qualification as medical practitioner, doctor of
medicine or accoucheur, or that he is registered as a medical practitioner
under this Act, shall be guilty of an offence’.
Anybody doubting the wisdom of this Act should read the irresponsible ‘advice’ which Mr Alexander considers himself to be fit to give his
credulous admirers:
There can be no question or shadow of doubt that when the whole frame
is properly coordinated and the adjustment of the body is correct and controlled according to the principles I have enunciated, it is a practical impossibility to get appendicitis. The cause of the trouble is due to imperfect adjustment of the body which allows or forces the abdominal viscera to become
displaced and to fall. The first consequence of this is a change of pressures
and the loss of the natural internal massage, present in normal conditions.
This leads to constipation among other symptoms, and permits the gradual
accumulation of toxic poisons.
When the trouble has already shown itself and there is some positive inflammation of the appendix and tenderness in that region it is by no means too late
to apply my methods. The new coordinations which may in such cases be
brought about very quickly, and established later, at once relieve false internal pressures and permit a natural readjustment of the viscera, and the
furtherance of a rapid return to a healthy and normal condition, is greatly
accelerated by the internal massage.

We have no hesitation in saying that to give this type of advice is criminal. To refer to ‘internal massage’ as well as to the conscious control
method in connection with cases of acute appendicitis is equivalent to
accepting the responsibility of the death of persons who with the help of
ordinary surgery could have been cured within a few weeks’ time. It is, of
course, impossible to avoid drawing conclusions regarding the soundness
of judgement of people who place this kind of ‘scientific’ stuff before the
public, as well as of those who are prepared to propagandise it.
Mr Alexander’s books are full of irresponsible nonsense of the kind
mentioned. This is what the great man has to say about bacteriology, i.e.,
the one branch of medicine which more than any other man-conceived
system has contributed to the welfare of the human race:
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The science of bacteriology has its uses, but they are the cases of research
rather than of application. Bacteriology reveals a few of the agents active in
disease, but it says nothing about the conditions which permit these agents
from becoming active. Therefore, I look to that wonderful instrument, the
human body, for the true solution of our difficulty, an instrument so inimitably adaptable, so full of marvellous potentialities of resistance and recuperation, that it is able, when properly used, to overcome all the forces of
disease which may be arrayed against it.

Obviously, Mr 
Alexander is entirely uninformed about the subject
which he discusses, and which appears to be altogether beyond his mental horizon.
‘Recognition’ by the Medical Profession
Finally, we wish to deal with the numerous statements made by Mr
Alexander and his followers from which the impression might be gained
that the medical profession in England has accepted his ideas. The Australian actor, although quoting and requoting personal letters written to
him by uncritical admirers as well as every other line which might be
considered by lay people to convey approval of his queer theories, carefully
omits to refer to the bulk of published expert opinion condemning his activities.
We, therefore, wish to correct any erroneous impression that might have
been conveyed by quoting the following statements:

Fig. 16. As a result of dietary improvements during the short span of time
1913 to 1938, the average height of people in England increased
from 5 ft 0.4 in. to 5 ft. 4.1 in. It is difficult see how such evidence
can be reconciled with the statement that the people are physically
deteriorating.
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In a letter to the British Medical Journal, 4th June, 1932, Dr A. P.

Cawadias
writes that he cannot find anything new in Alexander’s teachings.
Mr Alexander describes, in popular form, the medical principles of integration and/or prevention introduced by Hippocrates twenty-three centuries
ago and applied in practice by all good physicians of the ages. He does
not, however, not being a physician, realise that these principles cannot be
applied except on the basis of a precise medical diagnosis. To teach ‘use
of the self ’ to a diseased individual we must know what is the ‘self’ of that
individual, and this knowledge cannot be obtained through metaphysical
considerations, but through a precise scientific medical exploration. Without such an individual, deep, and precise diagnosis any attempt at treatment may be disastrous. Mr Alexander, like all non-medical critics, puts
the cart before the horse, and teaches treatment without diagnosis, which,
of course, is impossible.’
In his work Mr Alexander does not indicate any precise method of treatment. He gives a general outline of principles well-known in medical circles, and indicates that he can, on the basis of these principles, cure. I
do not doubt that he can influence diseased individuals in whom there
predominates an intense psychical factor, but I do not see how the ‘use of the
self ’ will help us to cure an individual infected with typhoid fever or with
cholera, or who is suffering from a perforated appendix. Literature in all
ages has been submerged by the works of non-medical healers teaching
new methods and panaceas. Nothing of all these speculations has survived,
or can survive, so long as the essential condition of cure is diagnosis. Since
the days of Aristophanes medicine has been subjected to violent criticisms
on the part of non-medical men. Notwithstanding these criticisms it has
survived and developed and it is continuing its rapid development because,
although an Art, it stands on the firm ground of science. It is time for the
medical profession to take a firm-attitude against all the extra-medical systems
that are being proposed, systems which lack the essential condition of treatment – diagnosis.

On 9th June, 1932, Dr Cawadias wrote again to the British Medical
Journal saying that the object of his first letter had been to raise the wider
issue of the attitude of medical men towards the numerous ‘new and safe,
methods of treatment’ which are being hurled every day at the lay public by unqualified healers. The intimate relation between mind and body
which, so it was claimed, had been newly discovered was, as Dr C
 awadias
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stressed, ‘the basic principle of Hippocratic medicine’. He added that
orthopaedic surgeons in England had been able, with their recognised
methods, to cure thousands of deformed and crippled individuals. Further, Dr Cawadias stresses that ‘a diagnosis can be made only by a medical man, on account of the extensive knowledge of the physiology and
pathology of the whole body and mind which it demands. . . . An unqualified healer cannot make a diagnosis, and thus cannot effectively ‘treat any
diseased individual except under direct medical supervision’.
. . .Mr Alexander contends that he is the only one who can treat such disturbances of function because – I place between inverted commas quotations
from The Use of the Self – ‘the medical man is limited even more in preventive work than in the field of cure’ as he does not recognise the principles
developed in The Use of the Self, ‘and even when he gives a diagnosis he does
not possess the knowledge which enables him to distinguish between satisfactory and unsatisfactory conditions of use’, and that ‘because the medical
curriculum does not include training in the use of the human mechanisms’.
In a passage beginning ‘I was called by a specialist to a case for consultation’, Mr Alexander, addressing the lay public, relates how he corrected
that specialist in his methods of auscultation. Mr Alexander may be convinced of what he writes, but his medical friends ought to point out to him
(1) that his ideas, in a more scientific form, have been well incorporated in
medical practice for centuries; (2) that the medical curriculum, particularly
in this country, devotes a large place to the use of human mechanisms; (3)
that auscultation is science and not magic, and that those who have not
the intensive training in physiology, pathology, and clinical exploration that
auscultation demands can neither apply this, procedure nor correct those
who apply it.

On 18th June, 1932, the same journal published the following contribution from Dr W. W. Shrubshall:
The letter of Dr C
 awadias (4th June) is exceedingly appropriate in its reference to the book The Use of the Self, and the same fundamental error he
exposes pertains also to the prevalent use of ‘quack’ advertised medicines.
The reader of such advertisements possibly asserts mentally, if not audibly
‘that’s just how I feel’, and with none other than such self-made diagnosis often proceeds to follow the suggested treatment. During many years’
practice it is not often that I have seen actual physical harm as a result of
taking such ‘remedies’, but the loss of valuable time, say, in cases of pul-
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monary tuberculosis, during which ‘lung tonics’, ‘elixers’, etc., have been
self-administered, has been observed not infrequently.
The opinion of Dr Cawadias, that ‘it is time for (he medical profession to take a
firm attitude against all the extra-medical systems that are being proposed’ is one
of great importance, alike in the interest or the health of the community and
the successful work of the medical practitioner.

In spite of strenuous efforts made by Mr Alexander to persuade the
Committee on Physical Education of the British Medical Association
to refer to his ‘concepts’, his request was firmly refused. With regard to
the book The Universal Constant in Living the Lancet, 2nd May, 1942,
page 534, wrote that ‘the book excites rather than satisfies our curiosity
regarding the actual evidence’. Condemning judgements of the Australian actor’s technique have appeared in many journals. In 1942, The New
Statesman and Nation reviewed the book The Universal Constant in Living:
After reading and rereading The Universal Constant in Living, together with
Mr Alexander’s two most important previous books, The Use of the Self
and Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual, I can but come to the
conclusion that what is true and sound in his ‘revolutionary’ doctrine is old and
almost universally accepted, and that the only thing new is an exaggerated
belief in the influence of posture, especially in the carriage of the head on
the vertebral column, on health and the general bodily functioning, physiological and pathological. If the latter is really the author’s principal innovation, why does he not say so clearly? Or is it that Mr Alexander has shown it
to be possible for man, by conscious detailed willing, to control many of those
physiological reactions of his endocrine and autonomic nervous activities hitherto
thought to be outside the range of his conscious and deliberate regulations? If so,
at what level? In any case, why not explain in terms that mean something to
the reasonably intelligent reader? . . .’

In a letter to the editor of the same journal, Dr Harry Roberts subsequently remarked on the naive claim of Mr Alexander that the benefits
of his ‘technique’ must be ‘experienced’ and that there is no other way of
assessing their value:
I fail to see the object of presenting to the public a doctrine in the form
of a book, if ‘no verbal description can do justice’ to it; and if such a description ‘would mean something only to the person who had actually had the
experience described’. I am almost morbidly susceptible to new ideas; but I
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Fig. 19. Diagrammatic summary of motor integration.
In distinct contrast to what Alexander has alleged, the scientific
evidence pertaining to the central nervous control of movements
shows that essential levels of motor integration, not to speak of autonomic functions, are outside the scope of conscious control.
The above illustration, as well as the following quotations are
from Professor Stanley Cobb’s book Foundations of Neuropsychiatry:
The postural centers of the basal ganglia, mid-brain, and medulla give the
basis from which to start voluntary movement; postural influences
hold the body erect, appropriately placed in respect to the center
of gravity, and allow such motor activity as walking, without waste
of conscious effort. The cerebellum co-ordinates these two – the voluntary from above and automatic from below. It has information as to
the position of the body at any instant and thus uses in an effective and
orderly way the orders from the cortical headquarters. Lastly the ventral horn cells of the cord deliver to the muscles the co-ordinated
impulses. The complications of this process are so great as to be
well nigh incomprehensible. A simple reflex such as that of stepping
may involve an intricate maze of connecting and cross connecting
neurons. But for purposes of exposition one may divide the central
nervous system into seven levels of integration. (1) Neuromuscular:
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must have them intelligibly presented if I am to be convinced. I do not find
a word in the book which leads to me to believe in the possibility of man,
by the exercise of his conscious will, so influencing the central controlling
instrument within him – the existence of which is not proved – that he himself can be said to have the power of regulating and harmonising the visceral activities and reactivities which largely determine health and disease.

Had Mr Alexander confined himself to statements to the effect that
his ‘technique’ – whatever this hazy term may mean – induces the marvellous feelings and experiences, as alleged by him, he would have been
in an unassailable position. True, scientists and other rational thinkers
would, nevertheless, have had their doubts. But being a shrewd person,
Mr Alexander would have found a place among the many irrational and
faith cults which at all times appeal to a certain category of persons.
Indeed, many people would even have assumed that, notwithstanding Mr
Alexander’s lack of scientific training, his therapeutic results might be
equivalent to those attained by qualified members of the medical and
physical education professions. But he went much further. He claimed
that he was able to cure appendicitis by his methods and that he was able
to control the conduction of impulses between auricle and ventricle of the
human heart. He also made wild and unsubstantiated attacks on physical
education, and in order to push his amateurish ideas to the fore, misquoted Magnus and Sherrington. It is therefore fortunate that Magnus’
and Sherrington’s writings are available in print; that a vast literature
exists as to therapeutic measures proved to be of value in the treatment of
The final common path along which all impulses from above must
travel to reach expression in the muscles. (2) Spinal: Relatively simple reflexes with little if any postural element. (3) Hindbrain: The
simple postural and standing reflexes. (4) Midbrain for more complex
postural and locomotor reflexes. (5) Striatum to elaborate the locomotor reflexes and smooth out cortical function. (6) Cortical motor: Most
highly integrated, ‘voluntary’, or skilled motions. (7) Cortical associative: Initiative, memory, symbolisation, etc. The cerebellum gives
co-ordination to first six levels.
Cobb, S. Foundations of Neuropsychiatry. 1941. Williams &
Wilkins, Baltimore, p. 66.
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appendicitis; that the effects of various procedures upon the conduction
of impulses from auricle to ventricle of the heart can be and have been
tested with the electrocardiograph; and that methods of physical education have been evaluated from the medical as well as from the paedagogic
point of view. Mr Alexander, however, has systematically avoided adducing evidence of any kind to prove his allegations. Surely we are now justified in drawing our conclusions as regards other aspects of his cult which
this editorial, as well as the papers referred to in this issue, have exposed.
The best way to explain the amazing quackery is to look upon it as
a typical instance of group hystero-neurosis, which, of course, does not
necessarily entail excitability in ordinary life – although it often does so –
and which is frequently found even in highly intelligent persons. There is
the irrational nature of the new faith; and the unwillingness of its adherents to accept any fact which does not agree with the substance of their
prejudices. At least some of Mr Alexander’s adherents are prepared to go
to any length to suppress the truth. Furthermore, there is the emotional
atmosphere pervading the entire literature written by believers in the cult;
and the revealing attempts made by Mr Alexander’s pupils to elevate the
Australian actor to an almost supernatural position.* Finally, there is
the intense hate displayed towards everybody who, by bringing forward
rational arguments, endangers the fictitious stability of their paranoic
ideas. All these pathological features can only be explained if one assumes
that the driving forces of the ‘system’ are of a non-intellectual nature. It
seems indeed appropriate that Mr Alexander’s concepts, although alleged
by its founder to apply to normal human beings, are in reality based upon
experimental evidence obtained from decerebrate preparations.
With regard to all writings of Mr Alexander and his followers, Sir
Stewart Duke-Elder’s summing up of Aldous Huxley’s The Art of Seeing
applies: Their greatest value will be to the psychiatrist as intimate and
revealing self-studies in psychology.
*

Mr Thos. D. Hall addressing members of the South African Chemical (!)
Institute dwelt at length upon the subject of the so-called Alexander Technique. After quoting Shakespeare and Dewey, he ventured to predict that the
Australian actor, who had “already received some recognition in the British
Medical Journal (Sic!), “will one day be among the immortals with Pasteur.”
(If this is not worship, it is a good imitation of it.) One wonders how Alexander has received this compliment since Pasteur’s name is closely associated
with the science of bacteriology, “the uses of which,” according to him, “are
the cases of research rather than of application.” (The Universal Constant in
Living, page 246.) Notwithstanding this minor discrepancy, Alexander published Hall’s modest praise among other eulogies of himself!
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Facts and Phantasies
The Editors wish to thank Mr K. A. Schrecker of the University
of Stellenbosch, editor of Physical Education (Stellenbosch),
for permission to reprint the following review of a recent book
of one of the most active exponents of quack methods in the
field or physical exercises in the British Empire. Mr Schrecker’s article not only acquaints the reader with the intellectual
level of Mr Alexander’s writings, but it draws attention, incidentally as it were, to hitherto unexploited therapeutic possibilities that are inherent in physical training. There can be
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no doubt that irrational and strongly suggestive ‘techniques’
of the kind Mr Alexander is applying can satisfy vague psychological needs of mentally unstable and intellectually less gifted
minds. The unscientific standard of writing of the ‘conscious
control’ fanatics must not prevent us from realising that many
of these people have experienced ‘release’ as a result of joining
their cult. For centuries primitive Natives have experienced
similar release through their belief in witchcraft – notwithstanding the fact that two or three out of four of their children
died, that whole tribes were wiped out through yellow fever
and malaria and that their life expectation was less than half
that of enlightened societies. However, it is only fair to say that
unlike Alexander, witchdoctors have never tried to claim that
their ‘techniques’ represent scientific procedures.
In the hands of the critically minded reader, Alexander’s
book may after all serve a useful purpose: It will draw attention to the necessity of initiating a scientific study of the therapeutic possibilities of treating psychological disorders with the
help of physical training. So far, this field of research has been
altogether neglected.
Mr Schrecker’s review should be read together with Dr
Duke-Elder’s criticism of Alexander’s chief advertiser, Aldous
Huxley (p. 51), who has applied similar irrational concepts to
the ‘treatment’ of eye diseases.

Review By K. A. Schrecker OF
The Universal Constant In Living
by F. Matthias Alexander, London, 1942
As a creed of a holistic conception of human nature the book propounds
nothing novel – physicians such as E. and W. Jaensch and sundry modern philosophers from Bergson to Smuts have expressed similar views.
Alexander, however, emphatically contends that he alone shows the practical implications – both medical and educational – of this standpoint,
claiming numerous amazing successes for the credit of his ‘technique’,
and rejects all other attempts at helping the human being in his need
of wholeness, in particular physical education. The main concept about
which Alexander’s work centres is called by him alternately and indiscriminately ‘the employment of the primary control of our manner of
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use’ (p. 19), ‘the manner of general use’ (p. 38), ‘the primary control of
manner of use’ (p. 144), ‘the manner of the use of the self ’ (p. 91), or ‘the
manner of employment of the primary control’ (p. 33). This factor is said
to exert ‘a constant influence for good or ill on our general functioning’
(p. 9) in that it tends to improve or, respectively, impair the working of
the organism further and further, and therefore it is awarded the role of ‘a
universal constant in a technique for living’ (p. XI).
Although Aldous Huxley, quoted by Alexander, asserts that ‘no verbal
description can do justice’ to such a technique, Alexander and his followers must allow us to express it in words seeing that he devotes a considerable verbiage to its exposition himself. This seems to be its meaning:
Because after thousands of years of more or less stationary environment
living conditions have been changing rapidly during the last century,
man has not been able to keep pace with the development of civilisation recently as far as the guidance of himself is concerned: The original instinctive (automatic) control proves inadequate (op. 117–18 and
257–58). Thus he is liable to react wrongly (‘wrong employment of the
primary control’) and, the more often he does so, the worse his general
functioning will become (‘constant influence for ill’), so that all sorts of
troubles arise. These cannot be cured as such, but the root of all evil,
viz., ‘the wrong use of the self ’ must be removed (p. 50), and a ‘right use’
must be substituted. As, however, the known (wrong) use ‘feels right’, the
unknown (right) use would ‘feel wrong’ to the patient (pp. 102–05), and
therefore a ‘direct’ approach by making him do something in a definite
way (e.g. physical exercises) is to be declined (p. 25) since he would use
himself wrongly again, and thus aggravate the evil; instead, the problem
must be tackled ‘indirectly’ by inhibiting his habitual manner of use first
of all (p. 127): First the wonted ‘means-whereby’ the patient has hitherto
been carrying out his reactions must be made to fall into disuse, and this
is supposed to be achieved by his consciously refusing to give consent to
the habitual execution of the activities (pp. 33 and 112). Then only must
he cultivate other ‘means-whereby’ to bring about new and desired reactions by ‘projecting new messages which will lead us indirectly, that is,
through a change in the employment of the primary control of our use, to
the change we desire in our habitual reflex activity’ (p. 112). Once a right
use of the self has been applied in some regards, it will further improve the
general functioning (‘constant influence for good’) (p. 107).
It is in simple, ordinary daily activities, such as sitting down and rising
from a chair (p. 99), that this conscious reconditioning of reflexes is supposed to be brought about, the performing of exercises being expressly
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declined (p. 66). In the whole procedure ‘the position at a given time of
the head in relation to the neck, and of the head and neck in relation to
the torso, etc.’, plays a great part (pp. 141 and 149), and it is in particular
the functioning of the sub-occipital muscles, a group of very small muscles connecting the skull with atlas and axis, that is regarded as responsible for the primary control (pp. 249–55). It does not become clear how
this ‘postural mechanism’ (p. 145) is to be influenced in the desired way
– illustrations, which one would expect in connection with such a matter,
are lacking – but, as Aldous Huxley, cited by Alexander, puts it: ‘Let it suffice to say that the correct relation of head to spine can be obtained, when
the head continuously and progressively obeys the injunction, “Forward
and up”.’ (p. 74/74). The pupil must carry out the respective movements
without the intention of ‘gaining an end’ (p. 123), and, after he has learnt
consciously to inhibit his habitual reflexes, ‘the teacher will ask him to
give the new messages necessary to carrying out the primary control of
the use of himself which is fundamental in reconditioning reflexes. At the
same time the teacher will with his hands (?) give the pupil the actual sensory experience of this new employment of the primary control, and thus
will be able to help him to maintain the improving manner of use which
results from this new experience in making any movement that may be
required in the course of the lesson’ (p. 107).
Alexander asserts that this technique has been successfully applied to
various ailments, such as osteoarthritis, spasmodic torticollis, stuttering,
asthma, sciatica, injuries of neck and legs, and difficulties in child-bearing, even after physicians, surgeons and psychologists had pronounced
such cases as hopeless (p. 37), and he holds that in this way ‘one can help
a person afflicted with osteoarthritis, spasmodic torticollis or any other
trouble’ (p. 49). Besides he is convinced that his technique provides an
absolutely novel and reliable basis for the entire education of both the
individuals (Chapter XI) and whole nations (XII).
To what extent these claims are justified the perusal of the book does
not entitle us to judge. As it is expounded, however, the Technique implies
an obvious contradiction: On the one hand the reconditioning of the
reflexes is to be achieved consciously and is to bring about what Dewey
calls ‘thinking in activity’, which is acclaimed as a new way of living (p.
109), and this is fairly impossible unless the individual is sure about the
ends he has in view and also has some reason to rely on the ways leading
to them. On the other hand ‘endgaining methods’ are expressely rejected
(p. 136–37), and the author repeatedly states that, ‘feeling wrong’ in using
the new, unfamiliar ‘means-whereby’ the patient is necessarily exposed
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to doubt and misgivings (pp. 107 and 121), which means that he acts
without confidence and perhaps against reason. The following passage
(printed in italics) sums up the whole dilemma: ‘Success will depend upon
the individual’s capacity to carry out a decision to gain an end (?) by the conscious employment of new ‘means-whereby’, involving unfamiliar psychophysical experiences which feel wrong, discomfort frequently amounting to irritation,
and a sense of unsteadiness in equilibrium’ (p. 129).
The repeated comparison of the human organism with a machine (pp.
64 and 213) does not insinuate a very profound insight into biological
processes, and the expressions ‘anti-gravity muscles’ (p. 20), and ‘undue
lordosis and slight lumbar curve’ (p. 35) show the author a little at variance with anatomy and physiology. (Such knowledge, however, Alexander
regards as immaterial for his work, seeing that some physiologists ‘were
using themselves badly’.) (p. 135).
Physical education is a scapegoat to him. The two only photos of the
book – which otherwise lacks illustrations so badly – are devoted to the
purpose of deterring people from physical training – the one representing the state of utter exhaustion shown by contestants in the finish of a
rowing regatta, and the other reflecting the old-fashioned conception of
‘good posture’ attained by military drill. Without any understanding for
the values inherent in physical effort he asserts that exercises, as ‘direct
means’, impair rather than improve ‘the use of the self ’ and thus the working of the organism as a whole. ‘The performance of any exercise by those
in need of physical development for health not only tends to exaggerate
the bad habits of use always present in such people, but cultivates new
bad habits’ (p. 56).
Well, there is at least one consolation for physical educationists: Their
work is not the only kind of education that cannot obtain favour with
Alexander, who disdains any method other than his: ‘The need for the
fundamental change in man’s guidance and control that I am here postulating has never, so far as I have been able to discover, been recognised
by those responsible for methods of training and education. Until now,
indeed, even among so-called ‘new’ methods, I have not found any yet
that, in this fundamental respect, differ from those they were intended to
supersede’ (p. 120).
Any further comment is superfluous.
K. A. Schrecker
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Aldous H uxley On Vision
The following review is written by Sir Stewart Duke-Elder,
one of Britain’s leading ophthalmologists. The editors are
grateful to the British Medical Journal for permission to reproduce it in full. Aldous Huxley – who must not be confused
with the great biologist Julian H
 uxley – has attained popularity as a novelist. Lately be has lent his support to various
unscientific cults such as a ‘postural technique‘ recommended
by an Australian actor named Alexander, and to the teachings
of the ‘vision restorer’ Bates.

Review By Sir Stewart Duke-Elder OF
The Art of Seeing
by Aldous H
 uxley London, 1943
 ldous H
A
 uxley had bilateral keratitis at the age of 16 which left him with
greatly reduced vision. As is common in such cases, his. sight improved
towards middle life. After he had become an ardent devotee of the Bates
method of visual training his vision improved so that it was ‘twice as good
as before’. To repay a debt of gratitude to his benefactor and to make his
art more widely known, Huxley has ventured into medical literature and
written a book – The Art of Seeing.
Bates’s hypothesis is, of course, well known to the medical profession:
visual derangements and refractive errors are due to a deformation of the
eyeball by a condition of nervous and muscular strain in the extra-ocular
muscles; for this reason, according to Bates, the refraction may change a
dozen times or more in a second, if a child tells a lie, and so on. According
to Huxley ‘disappointed love’ can produce refractive errors; and myopia
in children, while it may be influenced by physical factors, is essentially
due to the fact that school children ‘are often bored and sometimes frightened . . . so that they emerge from the educational ordeal with myopia or
some other defect of vision’. The universal treatment in all cases is the
induction of cerebral and ocular ‘dynamic relaxation’, on the achievement of
which the eye becomes normal. This desirable condition is attained by
exercises which include palming (covering the closed eyes with the palms
of the hands and imagining a beautiful scene), butterfly blinks, relaxed
breathing, sunning (‘letting go and thinking looseness’ and turning the
eyes to the sun), swinging (rhythmic swaying of the body while looking
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out of a window to make the mind ‘friendly to movement’ and ‘soothe’ it
‘as do the movements of the cradle’), nose-writing (writing with an imaginary pencil attached to the end of the nose), flashing with dominoes, shifting, rubbing and kneading the upper part of the nape of the neck, and a
host of other procedures which H
 uxley admits are undignified but which
he assures us permanently help the vision.
Whatever be the value of the exercises, it is quite unintelligent of H
 uxley
to have confused their advocacy with so many misstatements regarding
known scientific facts. It has been shown that the hypothesis upon which
these methods of treatment are based is wrong; but H
 uxley, while admitting he is ignorant of the matter and unqualified to speak, contends that
this is of no importance because the method works in practice and gives
good results; it comes into the category of ‘art’, not of ‘science’. This argument is perfectly allowable, for in other spheres than medicine empirical
methods have often produced effective results the rationale of which may
be mysterious. The most stupid feature about his book, however, is that he
insists throughout on the physiological mechanism whereby these exercises are supposed to work. It would at least have been logical if he had
continued to allow the reader to assume that he was speaking in ignorance
of anything except results. He only borders on the ridiculous when he
says that these methods result indirectly in the relief or cure of many serious diseases of the eyes, such as glaucoma, cataract, iritis, or detachment
of the retina, because they ‘reduce nervous muscular tension, increase
the circulation and bring back the vis medicatrix naturae to its normal
potency’. Like the bone-setter who treats by forcible manipulation every
joint whether rheumatic or tuberculous, or most obsessionists who believe
that every virtue resides in one particular drug or practice, he treats all
visual troubles as one all-embracing unity, all amenable to one sovereign
remedy.
There is, of course, another side to the argument. There would appear
to be no doubt that these exercises have done Aldous H
 uxley himself a
great deal of good. Every ophthalmologist knows that they have made
quite a number of people with a similar functional affliction happy. And
every ophthalmologist equally knows that his consulting-room has long
been haunted by people whom they have not helped at all. H
 uxley is quite
right when he says that there is a tendency for the ordinary person, when
there is a falling-off in vision, to ‘hurry off to the nearest spectacle shop’
and there get fitted for a pair of glasses by someone who has ‘no knowledge of him as a physical organism or as a human individual’. Nothing
could be worse medicine than the indiscriminate and mechanical pre-
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scription of spectacles. He is quite right in saying that visual disabilities
are often muscular and often psychopathic in origin. But every competent
ophthalmologist treats the former with curative exercises (of a more scientific type than those recommended here), and, in the second case, at the
least should advise the patient of the origin of his difficulties and suggest
steps for their amelioration. For the simple neurotic who has abundance
of time to play with, Huxley’s antics of palming, shifting, flashing, and
the rest are probably as good treatment as any other system of Yogi or
Coué-ism. To these the book may be of value. It is hardly possible that it
will impress anyone endowed with common sense and a critical faculty. It
may be dangerous in the hands of the impressionable who happen to suffer from glaucoma or detachment of the retina, and undoubtedly will be
dangerous in the hands of the anxious parent of a myopic child who may
be misled into neglecting the fundamental medical problems of growth,
constitution, endocrinology, and rational ocular care, and may be persuaded to subject it to dangerous eye-strain in the absence of spectacles.
But the greatest value of the book will be to the psychiatrist as an intimate
and revealing self-study in psychology.
A number of similar comments on H
 uxley’s book have appeared; e.g.,
Hartridge, Hamilton: ‘The Strange Case of Mr Huxley’s Eyes’, The
Lancet. 1:657 (May 22), 1943.
Crisp, W. H: Review of Aldous Huxley: The Art of Seeing, New York,
Harper & Brothers, 1942.
Sight-Saving Review, 12:303 (Dec), 1942.
‘Aldous H
 uxley a Disciple of W. H. Bates’, editorial, Am. J. Ophth.,
29:200 (Feb.), 1943.
‘Aldous Huxley’s Vision’, J. Am. Med. Assoc., vol. 122, no. 14 (July
31). 1943.
[The Art of Seeing by Aldous Huxley (pp. 143, 7s.) London: Chatto and
Windus, 1943]
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